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Introduction
The Southwark Spine is a north-south walking and cycling route between East Dulwich and
Borough which forms part of the network as detailed in the 2015 Southwark Cycling Strategy (click
the link below for more information). The route is not just for experienced cyclists but for anyone
who wants to use quieter, lower-traffic routes, providing an environment for those cyclists who
want to ride at a more leisurely speed.
The proposed changes are located between Lordship Lane and Peckham High Street. The proposals
follow key principles of the healthy streets approach which includes improving the quality of public
areas to make walking and cycling pleasant and enjoyable, and improving the health of local
residents.
We are proposing a range of changes, including:•
•
•
•
•

Painted and protected (segregated from traffic) cycle lanes
Speed humps and raised road sections
Adding double yellow lines and parking restrictions in a few places
Adding some new pedestrian crossings and widening footpaths
Introducing new signs, and road markings

The main areas for improvement are around:
•
•
•

Bellenden Gyratory
Bellenden Village
Maxted Road zebra crossing

Other areas for improvement include measures to calm speeds and improve visibility for pedestrians
and cyclists on Lyndhurst Way, Melon Road, Bellenden Road, Holly Grove, Chadwick Road, Choumert
Road, Maxted Road, Oglander Road, Adys Road, Nutbrook Street, Amott Road, Underhill Road,
Whateley Road, Silvester Road, Pellatt Road, Rodwell Road, Heber Road, Jennings Road, Goodrich
Road, Crystal Palace Road, and Landells Road.
We are still looking at areas north of Peckham High Street and will be talking to people about those
areas in 2018.
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Consultation process
Earlier in 2017 we held a series of pre-engagement events for the Bellenden Gyratory area, in which
our expert street designers met with residents, identified the issues for cyclists, motorists and
pedestrians on the route, and worked to co-design solutions. It was decided to put the preferred
concept solution developed during this process to informal public consultation.
The informal public consultation covered the section of the Southwark Spine from East Dulwich to
Peckham, and was held from 01/11/2017 to 04/12/2017. An online consultation page was set up,
and respondents were also invited to make contact by email or telephone.
A flyer was distributed to 7111 postal addresses near the route, along with social media, and emails
to key stakeholders promoting the consultation and invitation to a drop-in session on 16 November
with approximately 50 attendees.
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Summary of consultation responses
We received a total of 463 responses to the online consultation. We also received detailed
responses from Southwark Cyclists and the London Cycling Campaign, which are included here as
appendices.
Respondents were invited to comment on the route proposals. As this is quite a long route, we
asked people to identify which part(s) of the route they were specifically interested in – it was also
possible to comment on the whole route - and then to say how satisfied they were with the route
proposals.
Overall, just over 28% of respondents said that they were either ‘satisfied’ or ‘very satisfied’ with the
proposals, while around 63% of respondents said they were either ‘dissatisfied’ or ‘very dissatisfied’.
We will look in the next section at how responses varied in relation to specific parts of the route, and
the specific kinds of arguments that people made.
How do you feel about the proposal (at the location(s) specified)?:
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

65
66
36
81
211

14%
14%
8%
17.5%
45.5%

NB. % given to the nearest 0.5 %. Not all respondents answered this question.

Relationship to the area
We also asked people to tell us their relationship to the area in question. Unsurprisingly the majority
of respondents (almost 76%) told us they lived in the area, but significant numbers said that they
commute through the area (over 46%), were ‘often in the area’ (38%) or do shopping in the area
(35%) – note that people could select more than one option.
The level of satisfaction was relatively stable across these different groups. People who said they
commuted through the area were slightly more likely than the average to be satisfied or very
satisfied with the proposals (32%) and less likely to be dissatisfied or very dissatisfied (60%). People
who told us they were ‘often in the area’ were the most likely to be very dissatisfied (50%).
Mode of travel
We also asked people about the mode(s) of travel they used in this area, particularly relevant as the
proposals are intended to make travel easier for pedestrians and cyclists, while on the other hand
they place some restrictions on motorists, particularly around parking spaces. Again, respondents
could select more than one option.
The largest number of respondents told us they walked in the area (79%), followed by people who
cycled (70%) and people who were car drivers (47%). People also used the bus (30%), national rail
services (20%) or walked with a buggy or pushchair (18%). The table below shows the levels of
satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the proposals for people who identified as using some of the main
modes of travel.
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Mode of transport
Walking
Walking with buggy
Cyclist
Car driver
Bus user

% Satisfied/Very Satisified
32%
49.5%
31%
22.5%
19.5%

% Dissatisfied/Very Dissatisfied
57.5%
42%
59.5%
66.5%
71.5%

As can be seen, the highest level of satisfaction with the proposals was for those people who walk
with buggies. Pedestrians, cyclists and car drivers all expressed high levels of dissatisfaction with the
proposals. Car drivers and bus users were particularly unlikely to be satisfied with the proposals. We
will look in the next section at the reasons given by these different groups.
In the table below we have broken down the figures for some of the main modes of transport
further. These figures suggest that the highest levels of dissatisfaction are with those who drive or
cycle only, whereas those who walk only, or who walk and cycle, are somewhat less dissatisfied with
the proposals.
Mode of transport
Walking only
Car driver only
Cyclist Only
Walking + Cyclist
Walking + Car driver
Cyclist + Car driver
Cyclist + Car + Walking

Total
responses
52
11
67
112
63
7
136

% Satisfied/Very
Satisified
40%
0%
15%
43%
11%
14%
30%

% Dissatisfied/Very
Dissatisfied
46%
91%
81%
52%
84%
86%
55%

Section of route
We asked respondents to specify which section(s) of the route they were considering in their
response. They were able to choose more than one section of the route, or to respond in relation to
‘all of the above’ if they wished.
The table below shows the sections of the route, broadly listed from north to south, the numbers of
people who responded with regard to each section, and the percentages of those who were
satisfied/very satisfied or dissatisfied/very dissatisfied. Colours indicate the strength of satisfaction
(green) or dissatisfaction (red) with the proposals.
Section of route

Total
Satisfied or
responses very satisfied %

Bellenden Gyratory area
Bellenden village area
Maxted Road zebra crossing
Lyndhurst Way
Melon Road

107
108
86
80
15

40%
44%
59%
44%
40%
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Neither
satisfied nor
dissatisfied %
20%
14%
13%
16%
27%

Dissatisfied or
very
dissatisfied %
38%
39%
27%
36%
27%

Bellenden Road
Holly Grove
Chadwick Road
Choumert Road
Maxted Road
Oglander Road
Adys Road
Nutbrook Street
Amott Road
Underhill Road
Whateley Road
Silvester Road
Pellatt Road
Rodwell Road
Heber Road
Jennings Road
Goodrich Road
Crystal Palace Road
Landells Road
All of the above
Other (specify)
Not Answered

104
36
48
45
82
66
106
45
36
25
26
23
23
15
23
17
27
86
34
167
15
8

43%
33%
48%
36%
45%
29%
25%
36%
33%
20%
19%
22%
13%
13%
13%
12%
11%
21%
12%
22%
13%

14%
31%
15%
13%
15%
12%
9%
11%
17%
12%
8%
9%
9%
13%
13%
12%
15%
13%
12%
6%
13%

40%
33%
33%
24%
40%
58%
64%
51%
47%
68%
73%
70%
78%
73%
74%
76%
74%
64%
76%
71%
67%

It must be reiterated that people were able to select more than one section of the route. For
example, some respondents will have selected several adjacent streets, so the results for those
streets are likely to be similar. The discussion below features comments and discussion about
specific areas. However, it is striking from the above table that respondents who commented on the
more northern sections of the route were broadly more positive about the proposals than those
focusing on the southern sections.
We can break down the data above a little more. For the sections of the route with the most
responses, we have identified the percentages of cyclists, motorists and pedestrians who were
satisfied/very satisfied or dissatisfied/very dissatisfied with the proposals.
Cyclists
% satisfied/
very
satisfied
Bellenden
Gyratory
Bellenden
Village
Maxted
Road zebra
crossing

%
dissatisfied/
very
dissatisfied

Motorists
% satisfied/
very
satisfied

%
dissatisfied/
very
dissatisfied

Pedestrians
% satisfied/
very
satisfied

%
dissatisfied/
very
dissatisfied

46%

35%

38%

38%

42%

36%

52%

33%

36%

46%

45%

39%

60%

23%

46%

33%

60%

26%
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Lyndhurst
Way
Bellenden
Road
Maxted
Road
Oglander
Road
Adys Road
Crystal
Palace Road
‘All of the
above’

52%

32%

35%

41%

44%

38%

51%

34%

36%

45%

43%

40%

52%

29%

33%

47%

45%

38%

44%
32%

39%
56%

21%
16%

63%
72%

28%
26%

40%
65%

35%

47%

14%

73%

23%

63%

22%

73%

28%

64%

27%

65%

As can be seen from the above, there are a number of sections of the route where the views of
cyclists and motorists, and to a lesser extent pedestrians, are at variance. The reasons for this will be
explored in examining the text responses in the next section. Also of note, the significant number of
people who selected ‘all of the above’ (167 people) – i.e. who chose to respond based on the whole
route rather than specific sections – were consistently dissatisfied with the proposals, whatever their
form of transport.
By postcode of respondent
We also asked respondents to give us their postcodes. The table below shows the postcodes with
the largest numbers of respondents, arranged from north to south, and indicates the extent to
which these were satisfied or dissatisfied with the proposals.
Postcode

No. responses

SE15 5AH (Lyndhurst Grove)
SE15 5DF (Holly Grove)
SE15 4RF (Bellenden Road)
SE5 8RH (Camberwell Grove)
SE15 4AP (Choumert Road)
SE15 4EL (Oglander Road)
SE15 4LF (Maxted Road)
SE15 4LB (Howden Street)
SE15 4JD (Amott Road)
SE15 4DZ (Adys Road)
SE15 4DX (Adys Road)
SE15 4EB (Ondine Road)
SE22 9EX (Crystal Palace Road)
SE22 9hb (Crystal Palace Road)
SE22 9EY (Crystal Palace Road)
SE22 9ES (Crystal Palace Road)
SE22 9EL (Crystal Palace Road)
SE22 9JQ (Crystal Palace Road)
SE22 9JB (Pellatt Road)
SE22 9PH (Landells Road)

4
5
4
4
6
11
8
5
4
20
13
5
7
4
5
4
4
6
5
5
7

% satisfied/
v.satisfied
25%
80%
25%
75%
50%
0%
13%
20%
75%
15%
8%
20%
29%
0%
20%
0%
25%
0%
20%
0%

% dissatisfied/
v.dissatisfied
50%
0%
50%
0%
50%
100%
75%
80%
25%
85%
92%
80%
43%
100%
60%
50%
50%
83%
80%
60%

The heat-maps below indicate, for all those postcodes where there was more than one response,
the level of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the proposals. Green areas indicate satisfied
responses, red/brown areas indicate dissatisfied responses, and yellow areas are neutral (that is,
respondents either indicated they were ‘neither satisfied nor dissatisfied’, or there were equal
numbers of satisfied and dissatisfied respondents).
Map 1: Bellenden Gyratory to Adys Road
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Map 2: Adys Road and Crystal Palace Road
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Map 3: Crystal Palace Road and Landells Road

The table and maps above reflect the same general north to south trend, with respondents from
postcodes in the north of the borough often being more favourable to the proposals. However, it is
particularly clear that there was a concentration of responses from the areas of Oglander, Maxted
and Adys Roads who were especially likely to be concerned about the proposals. This is reflected in
the analysis below, in the number of comments that, on the one hand, these streets are currently
regarded as a ‘rat-run’, and on the other that loss of parking spaces will cause difficulties for
residents.
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Key concerns and suggestions
Respondents raised hundreds of separate concerns and issues, and made dozens of suggestions for
alternative measures. Many of these are summarised below under ‘comments on specific sections of
the route’. Overall comments tended to welcome the intentions of the scheme, but often suggested
that it doesn’t go far enough in – whereas comments on specific sections were more focused on
particular pieces of infrastructure or the loss of parking spaces.
‘This will make a big improvement to the junctions and surfaces along this cycle route. These
are all sensible tweaks, nothing radical, no need to hesitate - please just get on with it.’
‘This is a fantastic opportunity to encourage greener travel in the area, making it safer and
more attractive to walkers & cyclists.’
‘Overall I'm very supportive of the scheme to make East Dulwich a safer and healthier place to
live, even if it means the loss of some private parking space.’
‘I think it's great that the council are aiming to prioritise cycling, calm traffic and improve road
safety in this area where there are a lot of primary schools. My one concern is that traffic is
encouraged to use main roads and isn't diverted on to quieter side streets, creating new rat
runs, as this would be counter productive.’

Cyclists
Overall many cyclists, and the cycling groups who responded, welcomed measures such as the
improvement of sight lines at junctions and the addition of double yellow lines in some sections.
However, there were significant concerns
•

•
•
•

that the proposals do not do enough to reduce overall traffic levels on the route, including
HGVs and other vehicles using it as a ‘rat run’. Respondents suggested additional measures
to filter traffic, make some sections one way or block some roads to motor vehicles.
that some of the measures, such as sinusoidal speed humps and chicanes, are detrimental
and possibly dangerous to cyclists
that the contraflow cycling scheme for the Bellenden Gyratory, by creating more instances
where cyclists on narrow cycle lanes have to cross motor traffic, is potentially dangerous.
That there should be more measures to segregate cyclists from motor traffic.

A few cyclists commented that, aside from the area of the gyratory itself, this was already a safe
route for cycling and there was no need for major changes.
There was a coordinated response from a significant number of individuals who all noted that:
‘The narrow cycle tracks proposed around the one-way system would abandon cyclists at
junctions and be unsafe. Local residents have said they want the streets to be two-way.’
The full responses from Southwark Cyclists and the London Cycling Campaign have been appended
at the end of this document.
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Pedestrians
On the whole pedestrians (i.e. respondents who noted that they accessed the area by walking)
shared some of the concerns raised by cyclists – in particular, they were often also keen to see more
measures to encourage an overall reduction in traffic and use of the area as a ‘rat run’, and
additional efforts to enforce the 20mph speed limit, including speed cameras. There were concerns
that the proposals do not do enough to improve safety and air quality. Some respondents also
suggested that speed humps, by causing traffic to stop and start, would have a negative effect on
pollution levels. Similarly, there were concerns that removing parking spaces would actually lead to
increased traffic speeds and greater danger to pedestrians in places.
Some respondents suggested there was a need for a wider study, linking this area with the area
around Camberwell Grove and traffic management after the potential reopening of Camberwell
Grove Bridge.
Pedestrians particularly welcomed the proposed zebra crossing at Maxted Road and some requested
further crossing places and pavement widening, particularly around schools.

Motorists
Unsurprisingly, the biggest concern from motorists was about parking pressure, with numerous
respondents worried that the loss of parking spaces would increase the pressure on their streets.
Motorists with children were particularly concerned, and others noted a risk that elderly drivers and
those with disabled badges would also be disadvantaged. Respondents also mentioned staff of local
schools and other services as also needing access to parking spaces.
Some respondents felt the problem was caused by people from outside the area parking for access
to rail services into central London or local leisure and entertainment facilities. There were several
suggestions that controlled parking should be extended to their streets to alleviate this pressure.
Other motorists noted that improving road surfaces, such as on Lyndhurst Way, would be beneficial
to all road users.

Businesses and other organisations
There were relatively few comments from businesses and organisations. A few of those we did
receive are quoted at length below. Additionally, a number of residents responded with concerns
about the impact of parking loss on some local businesses, especially the shops in the Bellenden
Village area.
‘We are a chiropractic clinic providing treatment for people suffering spinal pain. We therefore
need on street parking for our patients to attend. It is unrealistic to think my back pain patients
are going to walk or cycle to my clinic. We are not within easy walking distance to a railway
station. It is not sensible to think people suffering spinal pain are going to be able to wait for
and catch buses to our clinic. Parking restrictions will cause my patients physical pain.’
‘Bellenden Primary School fully supports proposals to improve walking and cycling provision
on Bellenden Road and the ‘Southwark Spine’ but believes that the council should go further
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and implement fully segregated cycle lanes on all stretches of Bellenden Road and the
gyratory.
Pupils traveling to and from school would benefit enormously from segregated cycling lanes in
the study area. The proposals for wider pavements also would be a huge improvement,
allowing more space for parents with buggies and children using scooters to travel to and from
school. The current road layout along Bellenden road and the gyratory is hostile, can be
dangerous around junctions and does little to promote walking and cycling to school. Sadly,
more children are leaving primary school overweight or obese than ever before and levels are
increasing. Improvements such as those proposed can play a part in helping to create an
environment which allows more parents and children to walk and cycle to school.’
‘Southwark Green Party is very disappointed by these proposals. We feel that they do not
meet the ambition of the Southwark Cycling Strategy to make it safe and attractive for people
of all ages and abilities to cycle in Southwark. The inconsistent nature of the route (protected
track alternating with unprotected junctions; quiet sections like Kelly Avenue and barely
calmed streets like Crystal Palace Road) makes it inherently dangerous.’
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Comments on specific sections of the route
Bellenden Gyratory area
Responses: 107
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 40%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 38%
There were many comments in relation to the gyratory. As the figures suggest, these were fairly
polarised, with comments saying they wished to see two-lane traffic restored, particularly for
cyclists, and those who preferred the retention of the one-way system. This was an issue of
particular concern for Southwark Cyclists:
‘We are very disappointed that this scheme has proceeded to consultation, given the public
support for removal of the gyratory in 2016 and the serious concerns fed back about this
scheme then. If any good has come from this delay if not debacle, it is the demonstration there
is no way to keep the gyratory while providing for safe, convenient (i.e. two-way) or indeed
increasing levels of cycling.’
Southwark Cyclists in fact made the case that the new design for the gyratory, with one-way car
traffic and two-way cycle traffic might actually increase safety concerns for cyclists.
89 of the respondents who commented with relation to the gyratory area also said they lived in the
area of the route. Of these, 44% said they were satisfied or very satisfied with the overall proposals,
whereas 33% said they were dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.
‘Bellenden esp the village section and junction with Maxted is v dangerous for cyclists. I use it
frequently.’
‘Please can you make all of Bellenden Road run both ways for cyclists?’
‘contra flow on Bellenden Road a good idea but only if sectioned off as cars are quite
aggressive on this section.’
‘Cars often do not give way correctly at Bellenden Gyratory area and can be aggressive. At the
bit of Bellenden Road between Holly Grove and the Gyratory cars often turn left very abruptly
in front of cyclists, or become very angry when you try and turn right onto Chadwick Grove.’
‘Would the contra flow on Bellenden Road be segregated? Either way, is the carriageway wide
enough to sustain traffic in both directions?’
‘Bellenden road and surrounding streets needs to be 1 way to slow down traffic and make the
area less of a rat-run’
‘Continue with the one way system but make the pavement wider and car parking set at
45%angles and the road to become single lane in parts instead of the race track it is at the
moment’
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‘The Bellenden-Lyndhurst gyratory has been repeatedly opposed by the majority of the
community. Why is it being proposed again! Remove the gyratory and prioritise pedestrian and
cyclist safety throughout.’
‘The Bellenden cycle contraflow is also not needed - I quite happily cycle around the one way, it
takes less than a minute extra and usually catch up with the cyclists that currently contra-flow
illegally.’
‘The narrow cycle tracks proposed around the one-way system would abandon cyclists at
junctions and be unsafe. Local residents have said they want the streets to be two-way, and it’s
vital we get safe cycling routes through the system too.’
‘The narrow cycle tracks proposed around the one-way system would abandon cyclists at
junctions and be unsafe. Returning the streets to two-way, supported by 58% of those
responding to the 2015 consultation, is the only way forward and must be delivered before
2019.’
‘The residents are mainly against the proposals for converting one-way to two-way, which they
see as following a set TfL agenda that takes no cognisance of the needs of the residents. We
do not want 2-way traffic in the relatively narrow roads of the Bellenden gyratory system.’

Bellenden village area
Responses: 108
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 44%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 39%
Many comments in relation to Bellenden Village expressed concern that the area is often used as a
rat-run – so while respondents often supported the proposals, they felt there needed to be more to
slow and reduce traffic. Several other comments highlighted the loss of parking spaces and
specifically the impact this might have on local businesses.
‘When coming from the north, cycling, there is no quiet road to reach bellenden village and the
one way systems make for a longer distance. We use belleden road just south of the giratory in
the wrong direction to avoid these issues, which is dangerous.’
‘Bellenden esp the village section and junction with Maxted is v dangerous for cyclists. I use it
frequently.’
‘We are concerned that removing parking outside the shops on Bellenden Road you will be
opening a bottleneck to rat run traffic, leading to increase traffic speeds past the shops and
cafes.’
‘The changes to Bellenden Village will only work if there is effective traffic/parking
enforcement.’
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‘It looks like the revised configuration of Bellenden Road in the village area is taking away
pavement from shop owners on Bellenden and replacing it with loading bays and parking. This
would be really problematic for the small businesses located there. It is a wonderful shop-front
area, made possible by the wide pavements. If this is NOT the case, then I support the
introduction of the double yellow lines on the east side, to ease traffic congestion.’
‘The council is still failing to address the rat-run issue in this Bellenden area, it has been raised
time and again by residents over several years and the council does not take up the
opportunity to do anything about it.’
‘I want Bellenden village / the shops to continue to thrive so am against extra double yellow
lines being implemented. What I would like to see is a reclaiming the streets for residents and
pedestrians, with more planting similar to the streets off Walworth road, where through
traffic are reminded they are in a residential space not a drive through.’
‘Bellenden road 'village' is a traffic disaster. Stop all parking. Have one timed loading bay.
Introduce build outs to obscure car drivers direct sight of straight road. Increase cycle bays.
Build out sections for commercial bins to be held in dedicated areas and not in front of each
shop!!’
‘I feel for the Bellenden residents and businesses who are going lose parking spaces to
unnecessary double yellow lines.’
‘Protecting local parking for shops - otherwise their business will suffered they offer an
invaluable service to the locality.’
‘It is very busy around the Bellenden village area and making way for cyclists will just annoy
the shops and drivers.’

Maxted Road zebra crossing
Responses: 86
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 59%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 27%
Comments relating to the Maxted Road zebra crossing showed overwhelming support for a crossing
at this point, even from those who objected to much of the rest of the scheme.
‘The Maxted road zebra crossing is so important. Its only a matter of a very short time before
someone is hurt.’
‘ There's a lot of pedestrian traffic in the mornings and afternoons during the school rush. I feel
a zebra crossing here will help make the area safer for pedestrians and more predictable for
road users.’
‘Our children go to the Belham school and I am very pleased to see that there will be a zebra
crossing on Maxted Road.’
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‘I think road safety is a major issue, particularly on Maxted road and Bellenden road where
hundreds of children have to cross with traffic coming from multiple side roads. Zebra
crossings are essential here to prevent a collision happening in future.’
‘The area around Maxted Road/Bellenden Road is currently quite hairy for pedestrians,
especially those with young children. With so many parked cars, little visibility when crossing
and speeding drivers I have been almost run over on several occasions by drivers taking
corners at speed without checking whether anyone is already crossing the road.’
‘There is a desperate need for a zebra crossing across Maxted Road - 2 of my children go to
the Belham, and whenever I drop them off, I always see parents and children dicing with death
trying to cross at the dangerous road junction.’
‘I support the introduction of the zebra crossing, but could the footway buildout not happen on
the Belham School side, rather than the Sam's kebab side? The former is where the majority of
the pedestrian traffic is (including a lot of buggies on the school run) and it's currently very
tight as it wraps around the school's brick perimeter wall.’

Lyndhurst Way
Responses: 80
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 44%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 36%
Comments in relation to Lyndhurst Way were overwhelmingly supportive of proposals to resurface
the road. There were also several suggestions around using the width of the road to provide more
protection for cyclists.
‘Road surfaces at the Peckham end of Lyndhurst way going north are terrible - even worse
going south over the multiply painted school markings at Harris academy.’
‘Road surface on Lyndhurst Way at Peckham Road to Highshore Road is atrocious. Traffic
speed calming measures on Lyndhurst Way and Bellenden Road would be most welcome.’
‘Lyndhurst Way is very dangerous for cyclists and the road surface is very poor.’
‘Re-surfacing Lyndhurst way is great news. The current state of the road has caused my chain
to come off my bike more times than I care to remember.’
‘Lyndhurst Way by the Academy. Due to speeding traffic I would suggest an additional raised
table near the school gate entrance and Grummant road.’
‘An advanced start for cyclists at the Lyndhurst way/ Peckham road junction would help as a
large number of cyclists heading west will need to cross over two lanes in order to turn right
down Southampton Way. At the moment this has to be done in considerable traffic and can be
dangerous. Giving cyclists a head start to properly take the lane would help.’
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‘Very pleased that Lyndhurst way will be resurfaced, it is terrible for cyclists at the moment.
Part of the issue is heavily raised road markings, especially around the school, please can these
be kept flat.’
‘Strongly support resurfacing of Lyndhurst Way, especially outside school entrance. The raised
yellow lines of school markings are also very very bumpy for cyclists and make a lot of cyclists
try to avoid them, which pushes cycles out into traffic towards middle of road. Please consider
this when resurfacing.’
‘Lyndhurst Road is a road where cars and vans race impatiently behind cycles, only to slow for
the humps and start all over again. This proposal does absolutely nothing to resolve this other
than remove traffic islands, which is a positive step.’
‘Suggest adding zebra crossing opposite school gate on Lynhurst Way - kids often dashing out
in front of bikes and cars in the morning.’
‘Surely this a great opportunity to change the junction at Kelly Avenue/Peckham road to make
the road safer for cyclists crossing from Kelly Avenue into Lyndhurst Way. This appears to be a
cycle designated route, however there are no traffic lights to make it easier to get across into
LW, making it incredibly dangerous unless, especially for inexperienced cyclists.’
‘Lyndhurst Way is a very wide road, and additional protective measures should be included
within the design such as planted islands and elements of segregation as shown in the
southern section.’
‘I strongly object to the removal of speed humps on Lyndhurst Way. The raised tables already
in the area appear to have almost no effect on traffic speed (witness those at the Junction of
Maxted Road and Oglander Road). Because many people have SUVs, they are able to take
higher speeds. Steep sinusoidal humps are best in my experience.’

Melon Road
Responses: 15
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 40%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 27%
‘Junction at Melon Rd/ Peckham High Street, regularly abused by frustrated car and bus
drivers. There will be little incentive for bikes to take this route, until this junction is improved
and penalties brought in for those breaking rules. ‘
‘Melon Rd.: allowing a right turn for cycles when there is no safe phase for them to do so, very
dangerous. TFL need to signalise Melon Rd. with Bellenden (and A202) to allow safe passage.’

Bellenden Road
Responses: 104
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 43%
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Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 40%
Many of the comments in relation to Bellenden Road made the case for traffic calming measures to
reduce speed and improve safety for pedestrians and cyclists. Other comments, as elsewhere,
highlighted concern about loss of parking.
‘The traffic has increased so much over recent years and the infrastructure around Bellenden
Rd is no longer fit for purpose, especially with the new Belham school. I wholeheartedly agree
that we need to focus on the pedestrians and cyclists, and reduce the number and speed of
cars.’
‘There are lots of heated arguments with Police having to intervene as there is too much traffic
and Bellenden Rd is often at a standstill.’
‘The double yellow lines on Bellenden Road (North) will concern the residents due to loss of
parking. At least one resident holds a disabled badge.’
‘I am very much in favour of making one side of Bellenden Road where the shops are yellow
lines - vehicles parked on both sides make this very challenging to get through, whether as a
car driver, motorcyclist or cyclist. It is both slow and unsafe at present.’
‘Further south on Bellenden my main concern here is cars left hooking cyclists, speeding ahead
and quickly turning left in front of you down Choumert Road. This has happened several times
to me here. I would just ask that this issue is taken into consideration in the designs.’
‘In general traffic around Bellenden Road has become very busy. It would be good to see
measures taken to reduce the flow of traffic through this area, especially at peak times given
the schools in the area.’
‘I'm also slightly concerned about the parking situation. With Peckham's increasing nightlife it
is becoming harder to park outside of permit hours. Whilst I like the idea of the changes to
North Bellenden Rd, I'm slightly concerned that the cars that park there overnight will now
park in Holly and Elm Groves.’
‘Making Bellenden road narrower will cause more pollution. As it is the bus gets stuck there
because it can't get past the cars.’
‘Traffic volumes are too high here for inexperienced cyclists, an area-wide treatment is needed
to address the drivers cutting through this entire area.’
‘I live on Bellenden Road. I now have single yellow lines, which has been the case since we
moved in 20 years ago. I am very disappointed at the prospect of double yellow lines outside
my house.’

Holly Grove
Responses: 36
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 33%
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Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 33%
Responses in relation to Holly Grove were generally positive about the overall changes in the
Bellenden area, but expressed concern about residents’ parking, and also about potential safety
issues for cyclists heading south.
‘Whilst I like the idea of the changes to North Bellenden Rd, I'm slightly concerned that the cars
that park there overnight will now park in Holly and Elm Groves.’
‘I would prefer any method of slowing traffic than the current road humps. Lyndhurst Way,
Holly Grove and Bellenden Road are used by a great many lorries which cannot use other
routes because of width restrictors. These lorries crash over the road humps which is very noisy
and causes the houses to shake. These lorries also pose the most threat to cyclists.’
‘The proposed Zebra crossing on Holly Grove is VERY welcome, thank you! The proposed cycle
segregation on Holly Grove is a problem for bikes who want to turn right from Holly Grove
onto Bellenden. It is very unsafe for a bike to be in the left hand lane turning right, when there
are adjacent cars who can turn left. Cyclists coming down Lyndhurst Way southbound need to
move into the middle of Holly Grove in order to make a safe right-hand turn onto Bellenden,
otherwise they can get hit by cars turning left onto Bellenden north-bound. This needs to be
SERIOUSLY considered, as you may end up making this road much more dangerous than it is
currently.’
‘segregation around Holly Grove and Bellenden Road gyratory (southbound) looks more
dangerous than it is currently because it ejects riders into traffic. At least today you can take
the lane in primary position.’

Chadwick Road
Responses: 48
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 48%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 33%
Several comments in relation to Chadwick Road highlighted difficulties and danger in crossing the
road and proposed either measures to calm traffic or additional pedestrian crossing points.
‘Lower chadwick road needs some measures in place to calm traffic. Cars come roaring down
the street - which has several families with very young children. It is just a matter of time until
there is an accident if it stays as it currently is.’
‘Air quality around school & home needs improving - bus route on Chadwick Road is very dirty.
Diverting cars away from school would be good / reducing traffic.’
‘There could be an additional zebra crossing on the other side of Chadwick road, linking those
walking up Bellenden Road from south to north on the west pavement. For those of us living on
Copplestone or Choumert Road (upper west side) who walk up to Peckham Road, there is still
not really a safe walking route?’
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‘The proposed crossing at Chadwick road would need to be positioned so that the actual desire
line for pedestrians (crossing before the bus stop at the junction) where they can see the
traffic coming from all three directions, is balanced with safety from the drivers who do turn
left into that junction at speed (seen everyday).’
‘Looking at the intersection of Chadwick Rd and Bellenden Rd: I walk my two children to
Primary School from North to South each morning (and the other way in the evening).
Currently the crossing is very dangerous. The current safest place to cross is on the eastern
part of Chadwick Rd, before it reaches Bellenden Rd. Even though there is a stop sign and a
raised piece of road, the cars travelling west on Chadwick Rd have poor visibility to their right
down Bellenden Rd and slow on a slight downhill; as a result some cars do not stop at the stop
lines but nose forwards to see if they can progress. This makes crossing in front of them quite
frightening at times. I propose a zebra crossing on Chadwick Rd, just to the east of where it
meets Bellenden Rd to allow safe crossing for pedestrians travelling North- South.’
‘I am particularly pleased about the proposed zebra crossings on Maxted and Chadwick roads,
which are absolutely essential with the number of children crossing the roads to get to the
Villa, Belham and Bellenden Primary.’

Choumert Road
Responses: 45
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 36%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 24%
Comments in relation to Choumert Road raised concerns about traffic using it as a cut through, as
well as parking difficulties.
‘The proposal of a built out cycle stand on Choumert road seems to be unneccessary - there are
already cycle stands on the other side of the road next to the raised garden. There is ample
space to increase the volume of stands here.’
‘Choumert road is already used as a cut through to avoid the shop section of Bellenden. I have
seen people attack each other's cars with stones when they can't get through. If Bellenden is
narrower the through traffic in Choumert will increase.’
‘Parking is a problem in the side roads as it is, and loss of parking space elsewhere will make it
even more difficult for residents to park in Choumert Road.’

Maxted Road
Responses: 82
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 45%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 40%
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Comments in relation to Maxted Road (see above for comments on the proposed zebra crossing)
generally focused on the road being used as a ‘rat run’ for HGVs and other vehicles.
‘Exit from Maxted Road onto Nutbrook Street (turning right on Southbound route) - the
visibility here is terrible because of parked cars. I have stopped taking this route for this reason
and go via Oglander/Adys instead. This will need to be improved, yet there is no indication to
this effect on the map.’
‘It is impossible to park our car anywhere near our home, I know many of my neighbours feel
the same way, and we have approached the council to make our street section on Maxted
resident permit controlled. Another key concern is that our road, esp the bottom section of
Maxted, and the other surrounding roads are still being used by large lorries, which is
inappropriate for coming down our narrower streets, also made worse by parked cars on both
sides of the streets. What is the council doing to address this please? Also, I have asked the
council for a cycle hangar in the 'lay-by' area to the side of Maxden Court, which is a free space
at the moment. This would make a massive difference to residents and I am sure encourage
more cycle usage along this established cycle route.’
‘To get rid of the rat run from Adys Road through Maxted Rd, Bellenden Rd and beyond, the
best solution is to close off the north end of Maxted Rd rather than tweaking around elsewhere
which will cause more congestion.’
‘As I live in Maxted Rd, I support the reintroduction of double yellow lines between Wingfield
and McDermott Roads. However I disagree with the proposal to remove the two parking
spaces as there are not enough spaces already for the number of residents' cars.’
‘Making Maxted road one way would help. That junction between Maxted road, Bellenden
road and Danby street is far too busy with cars and vans at peak time (8.30-9.30am and 3.003.30pm) with traffic jams and some drivers becoming so impatient that it is plain dangerous
for the school children.’
‘If cyclists are directed onto Oglander Road from Maxted Road measures need to be taken to
make sure the southern section of Maxted Road doesn't become busier.’

Oglander Road
Responses: 66
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 29%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 58%
Most comments in relation to Oglander Road expressed concern about the loss of parking spaces.
Some queries whether this was a necessary change, saying the road is already safe. Others noted
that there is already parking pressure as the road is on the edge of a residents’ parking zone. Some
suggested that it would only work if residents’ parking were extended to Oglander Road itself.
‘For the Adys/Oglander raised table, losing so many parking spaces will cause issues. Where
will they go? Why not a longer stretch of double yellows and no raised table?’
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‘The parking around these areas is already under severe pressure, especially the beginning of
Oglander Road off Maxted Road as it's the first road without parking permits. They have also
built new flats and a school without increasing or considering the parking implications. I have a
newborn baby and can't use the car at the moment as if I do then I can't get parked near our
house again and then can't load or unload the car it's a complete nightmare.’
‘No changes are needed in Oglander / Adys as the traffic is light and not fast moving.’
‘Turning right into Oglander is also often unsafe, with speeding cars coming up behind, so
disappointing there is no change there.’
‘I have lived on this road for 12 years. In that time it has become harder and harder to park
anywhere near your own house and is a constant source of frustration for those living on
Oglander Road. We have already become so tightly squeezed in recent years. With Oglander
road being one of the closest streets to Peckham Rye (and also East Dulwich) stations that is
not residents parking.’
‘The raised table junction at Oglander Road will cause cars to brake and then scrape/ bump
their way up and down. This will be noisy and disruptive. It would be much more sensible to
simply put a give way sign at the end of Adys Road to remind drivers to do just that.’
‘Commercial vans and lorries should be prohibited from parking on streets such as Oglander
Road. I totally oppose any changes which reduce parking spaces on Oglander Road.’
‘I'm extremely concerned about the proposed loss of 10 parking spaces on Oglander Road; we
are at the boundary of a controlled zone, there is a (needed) disabled bay and new properties
have recently been built with no increase in parking provision for residents. Being at the edge
of a controlled zone means anyone looking for a space within the zone finds our road and
parks there first. The situation is already so bad that our neighbors have taken to putting their
bins out into the road to 'reserve' their space.’
‘The only way to reduce parking spaces would be to introduce residents parking, then it would
probably be possible.’
‘Oglander Road is a wide road and relatively quiet and safe for cyclists. On both roads it is not
clear how safety would be improved by the proposed removal of parking spaces. In fact, I
believe that the removal of parking spaces on these roads would make the roads significantly
less safe for both pedestrians and cyclists.’

Adys Road
Responses: 106
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 25%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 64%
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As with Oglander Road, the great majority of comments relating to Adys Road expressed concern
about the loss of parking, since this was already difficult in the area. Many respondents suggested
that the changes could only work if some kind of controlled parking zone were introduced.
‘Adys Road is a bit of a nightmare at certain times of morning because of the number of people
dropping children at school. I can see that encouraging other modes of transport is part of the
plan - but it would be useful to look at this specifically. The number of parked cars also makes
this road very narrow and cars always have to wait to let others pass. This slows down the
cycling route (even though cyclists take up so little space!). Plus, HGVs use this route (their
SatNavs must suggest it) and it is blatantly too narrow for them.’
‘If parking spaces are to be removed from Adys road, I would like to suggest that the remaining
parking spaces become 'resident only'. I would prefer to pay for my space than be left with no
space at all.’
‘I often see very large lorries coming down Adys Road. An easy way of reducing traffic would
be to stop roads appearing on Sat Nav Apps as routes for larger lorries.’
‘Adys Road South. Could enforcement cameras be added to the junction? The no right turn is
frequently ignored from both directions.’
‘I am concerned about the removal of parking spaces on Adys Road as I live on one of those
side streets and there's already a lack of parking spaces on there.. can we not move to a CPZ?’
‘Adys Road is a cut through. There is slot of traffic along the road at peak time. Outside St
Johns and St Clement’s primary school, it is particularly hazardous to cross. This is a danger for
parents, staff and children alike. Would it be possible to have a pedestrian crossing near the
school?’
‘We live on Adys Road. One of us is 85 and has limited mobility, one of us has a disability and
one of us has a long term back injury. Though we support the idea of making walking and
cycling safer, we are worried about losing so many parking places. We would like to know if
the council have considered how parking will be managed with such a large number of spaces
being removed.’
‘If this scheme is to be introduced it should be coupled with the introduction of residents
parking only on the roads surrounding Adys road.’
‘Adys Road is used as a rat run by cars particularly during the rush hour and I have seen cyclists
being knocked off their bikes. I think that this proposal should only be considered if traffic is
also restricted on these roads.’
‘The traffic issues on Adys Road are horrendous and have hugely increased over the past 2
years, mostly since the end of Crystal Palace Road became no right turn forcing all the traffic
straight over at the lights. Adys Road and adjacent streets are far too narrow for such a
volume of traffic and it causes road range incidents and damage to cars all the time. If this
proposal goes ahead, a residents only parking zone also has to be introduced.’
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‘The loss of yet more parking spaces on Adys Road will do nothing to improve the quality of life
or safety of residents. The major problem is the use of Adys Road and Nutbrook as a rat run
for taxis, private hire vehicles, HGVs and out of borough residents.’
‘The junction between Crystal Palace Road and Adys Road is an extremely busy junction and
currently represents one of the largest hazards to cyclists and pedestrians along the proposed
Southwark Spine rote. It is disappointing to see that the proposals for the Southwark Spine do
not include addressing this hazard and will leave the junction as is.’

Nutbrook Street
Responses: 45
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 36%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 51%
‘There are parked cars on both sides of most of the roads (mainly Adys & Nutbrook) and when
you have parked cars, motorists coming from both directions and cyclists then the cyclists will
always be the ones who come out the most affected. More space is needed.’

Amott Road
Responses: 36
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 33%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 47%
Comments in relation to Amott Road mostly described parking difficulties, exacerbated by local
schools and nurseries. Several comments recommended the establishment of a residents’ parking
scheme.
‘Introduce resident parking permits on these streets, especially Adys Road, Amott Road, Keston
Road.’
‘I live on Amott road and it is already very difficult to park because of commuters heading to
Peckham Rye station and staff/parents at Little Jungle Nursery and St Johns and St Clements
School. The reduction in spaces will increase this problem.’
‘Traffic on Amott Road and Adys Road in particular is an issue that has been causing myself
and my neighbours considerable concern for some time. There is only one cause of these
problems. This is the two nursery schools situated in Amott Road. All the pre school children
attending these nurseries are driven here, usually in very large cars such as land rovers , range
rovers and similar. These very large vehicles drive in and out of these narrow turnings very fast.
I have witnessed one accident involving parents and countless near misses. Worst of all is their
speed along Amott Road in particular,always in a tearing hurry because they are going
/coming from work.’
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Underhill Road
Responses: 25
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 20%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 68%
‘I support all plans but you need to put pedestrian crossing points on Crystal Palace Rd near
the North Cross road junction and the Underhill road junction, especially if you are removing
the traffic islands. These junctions get very busy particularly with children going to school and
commuters in cars and it’s already quite hard to cross safely at these junctions.’

Whateley Road
Responses: 26
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 19%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 73%
Responses relating to Whateley Road were concerned with parking spaces as elsewhere – but
comments also identified the speed of traffic at this point as a concern, and suggested that we
consider either additional traffic calming measures or additional crossing points.
‘Crossing the road at the junction of Crystal Palace Road and Whateley Road / Underhill Road
is already challenging, due to the volume of traffic and the two P13 bus stops. This area is used
by a lot of children and older people due to the nursery and GP practice in the vicinity. I am
therefore strongly opposed to the removal of the traffic island on Crystal Palace Road at this
location, as this will make it even more difficult for pedestrians to cross the road. Further, I
would recommend the addition of two new traffic islands on Whateley Road / Underhill Road,
either side of the junction, to ease the crossing for pedestrians even further.’
‘As a resident of Whateley Road, I am very concerned about the speed at which buses, vans
and cars hurtle down the road between CPR and Lordship Lane (‘LL’). It is very dangerous and
an accident waiting to happen. As there is now a school on the corner of Whateley Road and
LL, I am very shocked that nothing has been done to try and calm traffic and stop a fatal
accident involving a small child occurring. More than is proposed needs to be done to stop
buses, vans and cars flying down both Underhill Road and Whateley Road between Barry Road
and LL. As an aside, for aesthetic reasons, could you please improve both the road surfacing
and pavements on Whateley Road. The state of both are dragging ED down.’
‘We on Whateley Road have had a HUGE increase in untaxed vehicles, large school vans, and
car in general which get left for on average more than a week parked outside our houses. This
increases to the car parking problem. We do not know who these vehicles belong to and as a
community have tried to find the culprits but have not succeeded. Please assisst or try to bring
out a way in which this problem can be resolved.’

Silvester Road
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Responses: 23
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 22%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 70%
‘Finding parking spaces is already difficult in the area. I have a young family and use the car
every day. My house is situated near the corner of Crystal Palace Road and Sylvester Road.
The proposed changes will mean that I can no longer park outside my house and will make it
much, much harder to find a car parking space near to where I live.’

Pellatt Road
Responses: 23
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 13%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 78%
‘Parking is already difficult in these areas and with so many proposed double yellow lines it
would make life extremely difficult. As residents on Pellatt Road and with children who go to
Heber school we do not wish to see any extra double yellow lines in our local area.’

Rodwell Road
Responses: 15
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 13%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 73%
No specific comments

Heber Road
Responses: 23
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 13%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 74%
No specific comments

Jennings Road
Responses: 17
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 12%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 76%
No specific comments
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Goodrich Road
Responses: 27
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 11%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 74%
‘Not sure why adjustment is needed . I cycle regularly from Goodrich Rd to Peckham using this
route with no problems.’
‘The traffic island just to the north of the junction of Goodrich Road with Crystal Palace Road is
being proposed to be removed to prevent a 'pinch point' for cyclists. What about the reasons
why it was installed in the first place, i.e. to assist pedestrians with crossing Crystal Palace
Road? Your plan seems to be all about cyclists and not enough about the needs of
pedestrians.’
‘The loss of parking places in Goodrich and Crystal palace road will increase parking problems
in surrounding roads.’

Crystal Palace Road
Responses: 86
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 21%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 64%
Comments in relation to Crystal Palace Road noted the volume and speed of traffic. There were
suggestions that additional crossing points would be needed for pedestrians. Comments also
highlighted risk that the loss of parking spaces would lead to conflict with users of local businesses
and facilities.
‘I live on Crystal Palace Rd and used to cycle 4 days a week between home and the cycle park
at Peckham Rye station. I stopped cycling after being knocked off by a driver opening her door
on Ady's Rd earlier this year. I welcome the proposal to improve sight lines at the junctions
along Crystal Palace Rd. The Whatley/Underhill and Northcross/ Upland junctions are points
where drivers frequently drive onto Crystal Palace Rd before checking whether the road is
clear.’
‘I support all plans but you need to put pedestrian crossing points on Crystal Palace Rd near
the North Cross road junction and the Underhill road junction, especially if you are removing
the traffic islands. These junctions get very busy particularly with children going to school and
commuters in cars and it’s already quite hard to cross safely at these junctions.’
‘Crystal Palace road looks like it may need some more attention, to reduce through traffic
somehow and to reduce parking spaces so that cyclists do not have to pass parked cars.’
‘On my section of Crystal Palace Road, opposite the Dulwich Leisure Centre there is a huge
pressure for parking. I would very much like the introduction of residents planning permits.’
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‘If the pedestrian crossing points are going to be taken away on Crystal Palace Road, where
will pedestrians be able to cross safely? At times, Crystal Palace Road is exceptionally busy. I
see parents and children dashing to cross the road between cars, particularly near the sports
centre. Could there not be a zebra crossing put in? Other ways of calming the traffic on
Crystal Palace Road would be to enforce the no right turn that operates at the top of the road
into East Dulwich Road. I often see cars ignoring this, which adds to traffic loads on CPR. A
camera could be mounted to reduce this occurrence.’
‘The traffic island just to the north of the junction of Goodrich Road with Crystal Palace Road is
being proposed to be removed to prevent a 'pinch point' for cyclists. What about the reasons
why it was installed in the first place, i.e. to assist pedestrians with crossing Crystal Palace
Road? Your plan seems to be all about cyclists and not enough about the needs of
pedestrians.’
‘Crossing the road at the junction of Crystal Palace Road and Whateley Road / Underhill Road
is already challenging, due to the volume of traffic and the two P13 bus stops. This area is used
by a lot of children and older people due to the nursery and GP practice in the vicinity. I am
therefore strongly opposed to the removal of the traffic island on Crystal Palace Road at this
location, as this will make it even more difficult for pedestrians to cross the road.’
‘Crystal Palace rd is narrow in several places so adding cycle lanes and widening the
pavements is lunacy.’
‘By removing parking on Crystal Palace Road without implementing a resident's parking
scheme the parking pressure will become unbearable which will create unnecessary conflicts
between residents and visitors and is likely to lead to a drop in the number of visitors to the
leisure centre who will simply drive somewhere else.’
‘Cyclists speed too fast down Crystal Palace Road. They are silent and pose a real threat to
pedestrians.’

Landells Road
Responses: 34
Satisfied/Very satisfied: 12%
Dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied: 76%
Responses in relation to Landells Road identified parking as an issue, and also that adding speed
bumps on the road would increase congestion and pollution.
‘I live on Landells Road. Whereas I welcome the improvements to the Road there are some
elements of the proposal that have not been addressed. There are occasions when I cannot
park outside my house, nor down my road as the local schools and nurseries use our Road. If
there are to be fewer parking spaces then may I suggest that you implement some form of
residence parking to ensure that the residents are still able to park down their own roads. I
have two children under 5 and it's important to be able to park outside my house.’
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‘My husband commutes on his bike and he would not use Landells road to cycle just because of
these changes as it’s a narrow residential road. Speed bumps won’t change this.’
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Recommendations
Southwark Council has made a clear commitment to implementing the Southwark Spine and
enabling cycling for all along cleaner, quieter routes. The current proposals for the section of the
route from Peckham to East Dulwich has had extensive engagement with residents and cyclists at all
stages of design.
As the results of this consultation demonstrate, the northern sections of the route, from the
Bellenden Gyratory down to Maxted Road, have broad support, though there is some disagreement
over the proposals for the gyratory itself. There is particularly strong support for implementing the
pedestrian crossing on Maxted Road and for resurfacing Lyndhurst Way. These are identified as
significant local issues. It is recommended therefore to implement these sections of the route.
However, there is clearly less support for the more southerly parts of the route, and it is concerning
that cyclists also do not think that the proposals for this section are beneficial. Looking closely at the
responses, the majority of the negative comments relate to parking issues, particularly around
Oglander, Adys and Crystal Palace Road. There are also specific concerns for pedestrians crossing
Crystal Palace Road. If the Council proceeds with this section of the route as planned, it is
recommended to explore the following additional proposals:
•

•

Introduction of parking restrictions, particularly on Oglander Road, Adys Road, Amott Road
and Crystal Palace Road, to ensure residents have available parking and limit conflict with
local businesses and facilities.
If removing traffic islands on Crystal Palace Road, consider installing one or more pedestrian
crossing points to ensure pedestrian safety.

Other additional suggestions included:
•
•
•
•

Traffic calming measures on Whateley Road and Maxted Road.
Pedestrian crossing point on Chadwick Road.
Traffic calming measures on Bellenden Road.
Additional consideration to the needs of shop owners in the Bellenden Village area, who
may be impacted by loss of parking spaces.

Next steps
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Appendices
1. London Cycling Campaign
This consultation response is on behalf of the London Cycling Campaign, the capital’s leading cycling
organisation with more than 12,000 members and 30,000 supporters. The LCC welcomes the
opportunity to comment on proposals. This response was developed with input from Southwark
Cyclists, London Cycling Campaign’s local branch, and LCC’s Infrastructure Advisory Panel.
This scheme is opposed. The scheme aim is to provide appropriate cycling facilities for “anyone who
wants to use quieter, lower-traffic routes, providing an environment for those cyclists who want to
ride at a more leisurely speed”. Yet many of the roads the scheme uses are dominated by large
volumes of motor vehicle traffic, often moving at speed with aggressive driving the norm; the
residential areas the scheme passes through are also dominated by through rather than local motor
vehicle traffic; and the proposed interventions do not go far enough to enable those who seek
quieter routes to cycle this route.
Specific points about this scheme:
•

•

•

Primarily, any cycling or walking scheme in this area should consider the entire area – which
features high volumes of through (or “ratrun”) motor vehicle traffic. The primary solution for
this scheme and to vastly improve the lives of residents in the area it passes through, should
be the development of at least two “low traffic neighbourhoods”, most likely using “modal
filters”. Each area should be bounded by main or distributor roads where through traffic
should be directed to, with filters or other methods ensuring there is no direct connection
through between main roads for motor traffic. The northern cell in this scheme should likely
be bounded by Peckham Road/A202, Copeland Road/A2215, East Dulwich Road/A2214 and
Dog Kennel Hill/A2216. The southern cell in this scheme by Lordship Lane/A2216, East
Dulwich Road/A2214 and Barry Road or Forest Hill Road (with a potential “bus gate” on
Barry Road). Such an approach would require Southwark Council to engage in a conversation
and consultation exercise with residents to co-design a scheme based on clear principles of
removing through traffic throughout the area(s), not just for one or two streets.
Given this area has seen several cycling and walking schemes presented by Southwark
Council and yet none have successfully moved forward, one answer could be to design an
area-wide scheme with residents, then rapidly move to an area-wide trial for a minimum of
three months, ideally for six – to properly gauge new and settled traffic patterns. An areawide approach is vital to move this scheme and others successfully forward, and will deliver
a broad range of benefits to residents. But it’s vital that schemes now do move forward and
rapidly – a trial approach could, if done properly, bring residents on-board and generate
forward momentum without further dangerous and frustrating delays.
Where motor traffic volumes are above 2,000 PCUs daily and/or speeds are above 20mph
physical protection for those cycling is definitely required, particularly to enable those who
for whom “quieter, lower-traffic routes” are vital for cycling. The scheme as currently
envisaged features intermittent elements of physically protected cycle track – but junctions
retain turning movement conflict with motor vehicles and the track is not continuous. This is
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•

•

true not just in the gyratory section of the scheme, but at the junctions with the main roads
also. This means the scheme will fail, as currently proposed, to enable a wider range of
people to cycle in and through the area. Any successful scheme here must avoid turning
movement conflicts between those cycling and motor vehicles, and it must provide coherent
and continuous cycling facilities that feel safe throughout, to, from and through the area.
This could be achieved by several means – reducing motor traffic volumes to below 2,000
PCUs and using cycle tracks being the most obvious two.
Given cycling levels already witnessed, and the potential for growth in cycling predicted
(including in TfL’s Strategic Cycling Analysis) in the area, any tracks in this scheme will need
to be wide (2.2m or greater) and high-capacity with appropriate signal timings at junctions.
As currently proposed, car parking bays introduce several problematic issues for both
cycling and walking throughout the scheme. Car parking bays throughout the scheme should
be rationalised to provide clear sightlines for those crossing roads, space for cycling (with
cycle tracks behind “floating” bays), with due consideration to eliminating dooring risks and
ensuring sight of those cycling at junctions etc. This could, for instance, mean placing parking
bays on only one of two parallel streets or only on one side of a street etc.

General points about cycling schemes:
•

LCC requires schemes to be designed to accommodate growth in cycling. Providing space
for cycling is a more efficient use of road space than providing space for driving private
motor vehicles, particularly for journeys of 5km or less. In terms of providing maximum
efficiency for space and energy use, walking, cycling, then public transport are key.

•

As demonstrated by the success of recent Cycle Superhighways and mini-Holland projects
etc., people cycle when they feel safe. For cycling to become mainstream, a network of highquality, direct routes separate from high volumes and/or speeds of motor vehicle traffic is
required to/from all key destinations and residential areas in an area. Schemes should be
planned, designed and implemented to maximise potential to increase journeys – with links
to nearby amenities, residential centres, transport hubs considered from the outset.

•

Spending money on cycling infrastructure has been shown to dramatically boost health
outcomes in an area. Spending on cycling schemes outranks all other transport mode for
return on investment according to a DfT study. Schemes which promote cycling meet TfL’s
“Healthy Streets” checklist. A healthy street is one where people choose to cycle.

•

All schemes should be designed to enable people of all ages and abilities to cycle, including
disabled people.

LCC wants, as a condition of funding, all highway development designed to London Cycling
Design Standards (LCDS), with a Cycling Level of Service (CLoS) rating of 70 or above, with all “Critical
Fails” eliminated.
•
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2. Southwark Cyclists response
See appended PDF
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